
POSITIONING YOU FOR LIFE

PR761 EZ Sleeper 
shown in Brisa® Shiitake



A MESSAGE FROM RICH GOLDEN, CEO

Golden is known for comfort, quality and innovation. Since 1985,  
we have produced power lift recliners that push the boundaries of 
expectation, providing seating options with unique body positions. 

In 2018, we launched the MaxiComfort® Cloud with Twilight Technology, 
a luxury power recliner capable of providing never before seen or felt 
levels of comfort, thanks to our patented three Comfort Zone positioning 
system. In 2019, we launched the next generation of patented Twilight 
Technology offering five Comfort Zones. It offers you a new range of 
rejuvenating positions to comfort the body and ease the spirit. 

Our chairs are handcrafted with the highest quality components 
available, engineered to give you maximum service with minimum 
maintenance, and backed not only with a lifetime warranty on our lift 
frame and scissor mechanism, but our wooden frame as well. We hope 
your Golden chair provides years of comfort and enjoyment while sitting 
down and relaxing as well as standing up when lift assist is needed most.

We are proud to manufacture America’s favorite power lift recliners – 
for your family, and ours.

Features that make Golden Power 
Lift Recliners America’s #1 brand!

Golden Technologies is the world’s leading manufacturer of power 
lift recliners. Founded in 1985, Golden has become America’s 

most trusted and reliable brand with the most innovative products 
and features. All chairs are handcrafted by American workers with 

domestic and imported materials (with the exception of the DeLuna 
Series). Each chair undergoes a 42+ point quality control inspection 

before the product is approved for shipping. 

Golden lift chairs are Class II Medical Devices.

OUR VISION...
To build the most innovative and comfortable products 

that put you and your family’s lives in motion.



PR761 shown in 
Brisa® Shiitake*

Experience the ultimate in personalized comfort with the 
EZ Sleeper. This luxury power lift recliner offers a modern 
look and features our exclusive 5-Zone positioning system 
with patented technologies for hours of 
unmatched comfort.

PATENTED MaxiComfort® Positioning
Our patented MaxiComfort® Positioning provides 
ergonomic support thanks to the four-way motion of the 
seat combined with the independent movement of the 
back. This unique movement provides extra support to your 
lower back and can provide relief to muscle and joint pain.

Golden holds multiple patents on our technology, 
allowing us to offer an EXCLUSIVE comfort experience.

TVUp TrendelenburgZero Gravity

PATENTED SmartTek® Diagnostic System
SmartTek® is a patented technology standard on all 
Golden lift recliners. SmartTek uses three LED lights to help 
diagnose the electrical health of the chair.

TV with Twilight Lounge ReclinedLounge Rejuvenate

PATENTED Twilight Technology
The patented Twilight Technology includes an extra 
adjustable zone that provides a tilting motion, cradling your 
body and offering more positioning than any other recliner 
on the market.

We Patented Comfort™
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*Upcharge applies



by GOLDEN
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com • fort zone
noun | a place or situation where one feels safe or at ease without stress

The four-way motion of the seat 
helps provide relief to muscle and 
joint pain by placing your lower 
body in a supported ergonomic 
position.

The independent movement 
of the backrest, combined with 
the four-way motion seat box 
in Zone 1, creates our patented 
positioning that allows stress 
and strain to be released from 
your upper body by offering 
adjustable support for your back 
and shoulders.

The upward motion of the 
adjustable headrest allows for 
tension to be released from your 
neck and shoulders by supporting 
your head placement, while 
encouraging the natural shape of 
your spine. 

The custom and firm support of 
the adjustable lumbar can take 
pressure off your spine while 
giving your back muscles the 
chance to rest and rejuvenate.

The tilting motion of our patented 
Twilight Technology provides a 
feeling of weightlessness and 
offers even more positioning 
options not available with other 
recliners. Encourage circulation 
by relaxing with your legs 
elevated or promote the release 
of muscle tension and joint pain in 
a comforting neutral position.

The Comfort Zone by Golden offers a stress-free reclining experience by providing patented, adjustable and 
supportive positioning zones that can increase your body’s wellness and optimize the feeling of comfort.
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Comfort Zones 1 - 5 This positioning system includes all five 
adjustable comfort zones to create the ultimate wellness 
comfort experience with our patented Twilight Technology. 
Each Comfort Zone can be adjusted independently by using 
the exclusive AutoDrive™ hand control.

Comfort Zones 1 - 4 provide an ergonomic comfort experience 
with an emphasis on head and back support. Each Comfort 
Zone can be adjusted independently by using the exclusive 
AutoDrive™ hand control.

Comfort Zones 1 & 2 work together to create individualized 
wellness positioning and comfort with our patented four-way 
motion seat box and independent backrest. Each Comfort 
Zone can be adjusted independently by using the exclusive 
AutoDrive™ hand control.

Comfort Zone 1 provides ergonomic placement of your lower 
body allowing your muscles to relax for long-lasting comfort. 
Comfort Zone 1 can be adjusted using the two buttons on the 
hand control.

FIVE-ZONE SYSTEM FOUR-ZONE SYSTEM

TWO-ZONE SYSTEM ONE-ZONE SYSTEM

by GOLDEN
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Scan with your 
smartphone camera

to learn more!WE PATENTED COMFORT®



Shown in 
Brisa® Bridle*

                          Kim K. | Google Review

“The power lift chair from Golden 
Technologies with Twilight Technology 
was the best decision. The 5 different 

zones with endless amounts of positioning 
made it possible for me to recover from an 
abdominal surgery. Comfort is one of the 

best features about this chair.” 

K



The Cloud™ 
with Twilight Positioning

PR515-MLA shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean*

The Cloud™ 
with Twilight Positioning

PR515-SME shown in Sterling

These chairs offer our unique, ergonomic seating system for 
long-term comfort and support. They feature our custom bucket 
seat and plush backrest. Positioning options are endless with our 
5-zone positioning system, which includes our patented Twilight 

Technology, patented MaxiComfort® powered positioning, 
adjustable headrest and lumbar support. 

EZ Sleeper
with Twilight Positioning

PR761-MLA shown in Bourbon

The EZ Sleeper features a modern look with a tailored back 
and stylish track arm design, while the plush chaise pad 

and pocketed coil spring seat provide hours of unmatched 
comfort. Positioning options are endless with our 5-zone 
positioning system, which includes our patented Twilight 

Technology, patented MaxiComfort® powered positioning, 
adjustable headrest and lumbar support. 

Bourbon SmokeCopper Shiraz SterlingCalypso Hazelnut Hazelnut *Upcharge applies

Standard Fabrics for PR761Standard Fabrics for PR515

MaxiComfort  SERIES



This chair is a medium-sized power lift recliner 
offering our exclusive PowerPillow™ articulating 
headrest and power lumbar support that comes 
standard with The Cloud™ seating system and 

features our custom bucket seat design. Adjust your 
head and neck position at the touch of a button.

MaxiComfort SERIES

MaxiComfort Day Dreamer 
PR632-MED shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean*

Standard Fabrics for PR632

*Upcharge applies

Copper Shiraz SterlingCalypso Hazelnut

Deborahannette B | Google Review

“Amazing family owned and run business that 
takes pride in what they do. The chairs built are 
not only beautiful, but provide comfort and so 

many health features for all ages.”

D



GOLDEN

Designed with the consumer in mind, every feature of the 
AutoDrive™ hand control has been purposefully added to ensure 
personalized comfort and optimal wellness positioning options, 
available through easy-to-use features, making operating your 
recliner a breeze.
 
Easy-Grip Design – A tapered design with a finger grip indention 
on the back and “soft touch” finish helps keep the controller firmly in 
place in anyone’s grasp.
Button Programmability – Four programmable buttons help the 
user find their perfect position again and again without hassle.
SmartTek® Diagnostic System – The electrical health of the chair 
is communicated using LED lit buttons, allowing the user to know 
immediately if power to the chair has been lost.
Quick Disconnect – This feature allows for the hand control to be 
easily replaced, if needed.

In addition to the physical features, all AutoDrive™ hand controls 
offer the following functional features:

• Full Lockout – Disables all the buttons on the hand control
• Partial Lockout – Disables all buttons except “Rise” and 

“Recline”  
• Lights Out – Turns off the light that illuminates the buttons
• Factory Default Reset – Resets the Position Control buttons 

back to the original factory settings
• Calibration – Fine-tunes your positioning and keeps your 

recliner movements accurate

(See Owner’s Manual for more details.)

AUTODRIVE

Scan with your 
smartphone 
camera to 

learn more!

BASIC CONTROL – The top two buttons take you to the basic lift and recline 
functions of the chair while still allowing you to experience our PATENTED 
MaxiComfort® positioning.

POSITION CONTROL – The labeled buttons in the middle are preset, 
but can also be programmed to your personalized positions, offering a 
customized reclining experience every time.

ZG – Zero Gravity offers a supportive feeling of weightlessness.
Sit – Provides an easy and stress-free way to return your chair to the 
proper seated position.
TV – Takes you to the perfect position to relax while watching TV or 
reading a book. 
Rejuv – Allows you to elevate your feet and legs comfortably for a long 
period of time. (Position only available on 5-Zone recliners).
Sleep – Takes your body to a traditional lay flat position, which can be 
comfortable for napping during the day or sleeping at night. (Button only 
available on 2 and 4-Zone recliners).

CUSTOM CONTROL – The arrow buttons toward the bottom of the hand 
control allow you to adjust each zone independently which is the best way 
to truly find your perfect position to program.

AVAILABLE IN THE THREE VERSIONS, THIS UNIQUE HAND CONTROL 
OPERATES OUR 2, 4 & 5-ZONE POSITIONING SYSTEMS, 

ALLOWING FOR BASIC, CUSTOM OR POSITION CONTROL OPTIONS.



PR510 shown in Brisa® 
Coffee Bean*

Cheryl S. | Google Review

“It has been a life changer for my husband. Living 
with Parkinson’s is challenging enough, but the 

MaxiComfort lift chair has added to his independence 
and comfort immensely. It is his home base.”

C



The Cloud™ offers our unique, 
ergonomic Cloud seating 

system for long-term comfort 
and support. They feature our 

custom bucket seat, plush 
backrest, and solid molded 
high-density arm pillows for 

the ultimate in relaxation and 
rejuvenation.

The Cloud™

PR510-SME shown in Calypso 
The Cloud™

PR510-MLA shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean*

Relaxer
PR766-MED

shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean*

Relaxer
PR766-LAR 
shown in Hazelnut

Relaxer
PR766-SMA 
 shown in Calypso

MaxiComfort SERIES

The Relaxer is the original 
MaxiComfort® power lift 

recliner. These chairs feature 
a luxurious three-pillow 

waterfall back with individual 
zippers for customizable 

comfort to relieve pressure 
and improve circulation. A 

full chaise pad provides lower 
body and leg support.

*Upcharge appliesHazelnut Shiraz SterlingCopperCalypso

Standard Fabrics for PR510 & PR766

Upgrade with 
Deluxe Therapeutic 

Heat & Massage 
on these models!



America’s Favorite Lift Chair 
for Over 20 Years!

SMALL TO TALL, WE BUILD THEM ALL!
Our long-standing, small-to-tall sized collection of 
power lift recliners now features a contemporary 
design and plush fabric offerings! You’ll notice our 
popular MaxiComforter Series in a whole new light.

An Old Favorite 
Meets New 

Upgrades in the 
MaxiComforter 

Power Lift Recliner!

PR535 shown 
in Anchor



MaxiComforter Petite/Small
PR535-PSA shown in Sandstorm

MaxiComforter SERIES

MaxiComforter Large
PR535-LAR shown in Anchor

MaxiComforter Medium
PR535-MED shown in Port

MaxiComforter Medium Wide 
PR535-M26 shown in Oxford 

AutoDrive™ not available on this model.

MaxiComforter Tall 
PR535-TAL shown in Bittersweet
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Oxford Port SandstormBittersweetAnchor

Standard Fabrics for PR535

Upgrade with 
Deluxe Therapeutic 

Heat & Massage 
on these models!
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The Comforter 
Series has been 

reinvigorated 
with a design 

refresh and 
plush fabric 

offering!

The Comforter Series is all about finding the perfect size for the perfect fit. 
These newly upgraded power lift recliners were designed to fit individuals 
small to tall with a weight capacity up to 500 lbs. They feature our signature 
seat, which provides the utmost in comfort and support, and a new arm style 
with additional plush padding for more comfort and value.

PR531 shown 
in Sandstorm

Bubba D. | Google Review

“THE BEST Chair I have ever had and in 25 
years I have had 5. My only complaint is that it is 
TOO comfortable! So much so that I rarely use 

my bed. Worth every single penny.”

B



Comforter SERIES

Comforter Wides
The Comforter Wide is perfect 
for those who need more 
space between the armrests. 
Constructed using the highest 
quality components for reliable, 
steady lifting and reclining, 
these chairs offer a weight 
capacity of up to 500 lbs. 

Comforter Medium
PR531-MED shown in Sandstorm

Comforter Petite/Small
PR531-PSA shown in Oxford

Comforter Tall
PR531-TAL shown in Anchor

Comforter Large
PR531-LAR shown in  Bittersweet

Comforter Wide Tall
PR531-T28 shown in Bittersweet

Comforter Wide Medium
PR531-M26 shown in Anchor

Comforter Wide Small 
PR531-S23 shown in Port

Oxford Port SandstormBittersweetAnchor

Standard Fabrics for PR531

Upgrade with 
Deluxe Therapeutic 

Heat & Massage 
on these models!



Cambridge
PR401-SME shown in Calypso

Cambridge
PR401-MLA shown in Copper

The popular Cambridge power lift recliner features our exclusive 
hybrid sizing for a better fit. The Small/Medium size fits people 
5’1” to 5’6” and the Medium/Large size fits people 5’7” to 6’2”. The 
Cambridge features a supportive biscuit backrest design and a soft 
comfortable seat for hours of relaxation.

Signature SERIES

Hazelnut Shiraz SterlingCopperCalypso

Standard Fabrics for PR401

Upgrade with 
Deluxe Therapeutic 

Heat & Massage 
on these models!



When it comes to performance, comfort, and style, Golden Technologies’ array of power lift recliners is unmatched 
in the industry. It’s no wonder that the fabric we use gives you the same high quality and range of choices to please 
every taste and need — including our exclusive luxury Brisa® and high-performance fabric with Alta™ technology, 
plus a full palette of plush fabrics and colors. At Golden, we understand how important your lift chair is to you, and 

we want you to relish in its appearance and durability, as well as its functionality.

GOLDEN OFFERS THE HIGHEST QUALITY RECLINER FABRICS

Our high-performance fabric with Alta™ technology is perfect for heavy-duty or high-traffic 
seating. Alta ramps up performance with a total liquid barrier, antimicrobial protection, and high 

repellency to liquids and oil-based stains. Exceptional cleanability reduces the need for harsh 
cleaning agents. Durablock™ liquid barrier provides breathable protection. Golden offers 

a 10-year warranty on all high-performance fabric with Alta technology.

 Cream Buckskin Saddle Bridle  Coffee Bean Shiitake  Iron Black Onyx  Beet Root Night Navy

Scan with your 
smartphone camera to 

learn more about Brisa®

ShaleLimestoneCarbon

Scan with your 
smartphone camera to 
learn more about Alta® 

Supple Brisa® fabric offers the refined look of leather, but in a luxuriously soft, breathable, and 
temperate design. Brisa fabric comes in an extensive selection of lovely colors to choose from and 

will never stick to you or feel too hot or cold. This beautiful fabric is scratch resistant and easy to 
clean and disinfect, so it always stays looking new! These fabrics are double rubbed 300,000 times 
to ensure the highest level of quality and durability. We’re so sure of the quality of this fabric, that 

Golden offers a Limited Lifetime Warranty* on all Brisa fabrics.
 * Limited Lifetime Warranty, as long as normal use is maintained. Restrictions apply.

THE BRISA® COLLECTION

NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE FABRIC
with Alta™ Technology

NOTE: Please view all Golden Fabrics in person for accuracy.



Restful nights, energizing days.

Inspired by the moon, the DeLuna series of luxury power 
lift recliners is designed to offer you the most calming 
comfort and restorative sleep.

Just like the many moons, each DeLuna recliner has 
unique visual characteristics. Enjoy the powerful energy 
and take time to better connect with yourself in your 
DeLuna recliner by Golden!

PR448 shown
in Maple

* These models were designed 
and engineered in Old Forge, PA, 
and assembled in China using 
Golden components.

Keith F. | Google Review

“I received my chair as a gift and I have loved it 
ever since. So durable and very comfortable. 

I look forward each day to using it.”

K



Elara
PR118-MED* shown in Antler

Eirene 
PR202-MED* shown in Lakefront

Dione
PR446-MED* shown in Maple

Dione 
PR446-LAR* shown in Graphite

Titan
PR448-MED* shown in Maple

DeLuna™ SERIES

The Elara is medium-sized with a 
back style that provides maximum 
comfort in a tasteful seam design. 
It features a manually adjustable 
three-position headrest, supportive 
chaise pad, and a USB port on the 
hand control. Available in luxurious 
new fabrics to match any décor.

The Eirene is medium-
sized with a back style 
that provides maximum 
comfort in a tasteful 
button design. It features 
a supportive seating 
pad, an easy grip armrest 
design, and a USB port 
on the hand control for 
your phone or tablet.

The Dione and Titan luxury 
power lift recliners offer stylish, 
overstuffed seamed back designs, 
plush chaise pads, and numerous 
standard features providing hours 
of unmatched comfort. Enjoy 
endless positioning options with our 
4-Zone Comfort Zone positioning 
system, which includes our patented 
MaxiComfort® positioning, adjustable 
headrest and adjustable lumbar 
all operated by our programmable 
AutoDrive™ hand control. 

Standard Fabrics 
for PR118 & PR202

No crossover fabrics available. 

Antler Elk Lakefront Chestnut

Standard Fabrics 
for PR446 & PR448

No crossover fabrics available. 

Graphite Maple

The Dione and Titan models feature a convenient USB charging port for your 
phone or tablet located on the side of the chair. The Titan offers even more extras, 

such as a built-in cup holder, wireless smartphone charger and an accessory bracket 
with a removable table conveniently located in the open-arm design.



Visit your Authorized Golden Dealer:

www.facebook.com/goldentechnologies

Golden is the world’s leading manufacturer of power lift recliners. Founded in 1985 and family owned, Golden 
has become America’s most trusted and reliable brand. Each and every power lift recliner must pass a 42+ point 

inspection at our manufacturing facility located in Old Forge, PA, to ensure the highest quality before packaging.
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www.goldentech.com

https://m.youtube.com/user/
GoldenTechChannel

Note: Literature is current at time of printing. Golden Technologies reserves the right to make changes to the product or literature at any time.

Footrest Extension
 Option Available*

Straight Lift
 Option Available

Heat & Massage
 Option Available

Extension - While 
 Reclined from Back of  

  Seat to End of Footrest
Floor to 

 Top of Seat
Seat 

DepthName Model Weight CapacityComfort Zones
Overall  
Width

Overall  
Height

Seat to 
Top of Back
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EZ Sleeper w/ Twilight PR761-MLA 5 375 lbs. 34” 46” 30” 22” 21” 21.5” 43” No No No

Cloud w/ Twilight PR515-SME 5 375 lbs. 35.5” 44” 28” 20” 18.5” 20” 43” No No No

Cloud w/ Twilight PR515-MLA 5 375 lbs. 39.5” 46.5” 31” 20” 20” 21.5” 43” No No No

Cloud SME PR510-SME 2 375 lbs. 33.5" 41” 27” 18.5” 19.5” 19” 43” Yes No Yes

Cloud MLA PR510-MLA 2 375 lbs. 38" 45" 29"  20" 21.5" 20" 44" Yes No Yes

Day Dreamer PR632-MED 4 375 lbs. 38” 45” 31” 22.5” 20.5” 20” 44” No Yes Yes

Relaxer SMA PR766-SMA 2 375 lbs. 34” 41.5” 26” 18.5” 19.5 19.5 43” Yes No Yes

Relaxer MED PR766-MED 2 375 lbs. 36” 44.5” 28.5” 20.5” 20.5” 20” 44” Yes Yes Yes

Relaxer LAR PR766-LAR 2 375 lbs. 38.5” 48” 29.5” 22.5” 22.5” 22” 47” Yes Yes Yes

Comforter PSA PR535-PSA 2 375 lbs. 32” 40" 26” 21" 19” 20’ 40” Yes Yes Yes

Comforter Md. PR535-MED 2 375 lbs. 32” 42" 27" 21” 19” 20” 41” Yes Yes Yes

Comforter Lg. PR535-LAR 2 375 lbs. 34” 43” 29” 23” 21” 21” 42” Yes Yes Yes

Comforter Tall PR535-TAL 2 375 lbs. 34” 48” 31” 23” 21” 23’ 45” Yes Yes Yes

Comforter Med-Wide PR535-M26 2 500 lbs. 37” 45” 30” 27” 20” 20” 43” Yes Yes Yes 

Petite/Small PR531-PSA 1 375 lbs. 31.5” 40” 27” 21” 19” 19” 41” Yes Yes Yes

Co
m
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Medium PR531-MED 1 375 lbs. 32" 41" 27" 21"  19" 20” 41" Yes Yes Yes

Large PR531-LAR 1 375 lbs. 34"  44" 28.5" 23" 20.5" 21" 42" Yes Yes Yes

Tall PR531-TAL 1 375 lbs 34.5” 47” 30.5” 23” 22” 22.5” 47” Yes Yes Yes

Small-Wide PR531-S23 1 375 lbs. 34” 40.5” 27” 23” 20” 19.5” 40” Yes Yes Yes

Medium-Wide PR531-M26 1 500 lbs. 38" 43.5" 29" 27" 20.5" 20.5" 42" Yes Yes Yes

Tall-Wide PR531-T28 1 500 lbs. 40” 47.5” 32” 29” 22” 22” 46” Yes Yes Yes

Si
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Cambridge PR401-SME 1 375 lbs. 33” 41.5” 27” 20” 19” 19” 41.5” Yes Yes Yes

Cambridge PR401-MLA 1 375 lbs. 35” 44.5” 31” 22’ 22” 22” 44” Yes Yes Yes

De
Lu

na

Eirene PR202-MED 1 375 lbs. 32” 43” 28” 21” 19.5” 20.5” 43” No No Yes

Elara PR118-MED 1 375 lbs. 32” 45” 29” 21” 20” 21” 42” No No Yes

Dione PR446-MED 4 375 lbs. 34” 43.5” 28” 22” 21” 20.5” 42.5” No No Yes

Dione PR446-LAR 4 375 lbs. 35” 46” 30” 22.5” 21.5” 22” 44” No No Yes

Titan PR448-MED 4 375 lbs. 38.5” 46” 31” 20.5” 21” 20.5” 43” No No Yes

*May operate differently depending on model.

Specifications




